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2745 Veterans Memorial Parkway 329
Langford British Columbia
$415,000

Trendy Langford Living at its Finest! Situated in the heart of Langford the central location of Reflections is

simply brilliant. You'll fall in love with all the amazing entertainment options this vibrant young city has to offer

such as Starlight Stadium or the fantastic YMCA Recreation facility. Enjoy a walk around Langford Lake to

unwind and commune with nature after a day at work. Head out on a Saturday night and try out some of the

amazing dining options in the Downtown Core. Enjoy a morning coffee on the expansive balcony. Cozy up to

the fireplace with a favorite movie on a stormy night. Meet up with some friends for a cold drink on the roof-

top patio and take a dip in the pool while you enjoy the mountain views. The strata is professionally managed

and this is a pet, family, bbq and rental friendly building. This condo makes for a terrific investment, a pied-a-

terre, or a wonderful home so if you're looking for a quiet haven close to an urban setting please act soon as it

won't be around for long! (id:6769)

Bathroom 8' x 5'

Primary Bedroom 13' x 9'

Kitchen 8' x 8'

Dining room 12' x 7'

Living room 17' x 11'

Balcony 22' x 9'

Entrance 6' x 4'
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